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ABSTRACT
tHESIS SUPERVISOR
Alexander D’Hooghe, MAUD, PhD
Ford International Career 
Development Associate Professor 
of Architecture and Urbanism
America’s symbols of governance, such as the ubiquitous state capitols 
and state capitol malls, are classically inspired European architecture 
and planning of reason and nature, adopted in America by Jefferson 
in 18th century as symbols of democratic institutions. These symbols 
are in contradiction to our evolving dialogue with democracy that are 
subject to laws of ‘proper’ use and extreme security. The National Mall as 
a symbol of democratic values, has been reduced to a synthetic image of 
stability built upon a preserved image that masks the underlying issues 
of a compromised territory of, unstable boundaries governed by ad-hoc 
laws, and privatized overtones that distort the otherwise democratic 
message embodied by these symbols of governance.  Throughout 
American cities these same conditions are stifling otherwise democratic 
public spaces. 
This thesis articulates the representation of the last democratic space 
in America, post 9-11, as a critique based proposal that challenges our 
current and future negotiations with power in the built environment.  
Recognizing the challenge of a formal intervention upon a contradictory 
site, the National Mall will serve as the stage for testing a democratic 
space that communicates the asymmetrical relationships of public’s 
dialogue with governance in ‘public’ spaces. 
While the Mall cannot be upheld as an egalitarian field, objects however 
can substantiate or infuse a democratic field within.   This thesis justifies 
a form necessary to represent such a space, investigating compromised 
symbols that can be appropriated and redefined to provide functions 
and representation of conditions the National Mall distorts.  The proposal 
infuses within the program responses to all major impositions of public 
spaces as a method of exposing the unstable conditions of democratic 
values residing on comprised fields.  The purpose is not to render an 
ideal democratic space, but an independently operating machinelike 
space that highlights the context’s incongruous relationships.
by
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CHAPTER 1 NOTES
Changing conditions of democracy to changing conditions of the 
ownership of public spaces show the direct impact on democratic 
publics spaces.  The conditions perpetuate rising restrictions within 
theses spaces that infringe public’s right for free speech assembly.   
This indicates, especially with recent events, that a recalibration 
of the role of public’s dialogue with power and governance is 
necessary.
Section ‘Stifling Public Spaces’ documents and brings forth the ever 
increasing restrictions on public spaces in American cities, which 
this thesis responds to as a critique based proposal in Chapter 3.
INTRODUCTION NOTES
Role of Design in Politics and the approach taken.
8
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CHAPTER 2 NOTES
National Mall, a carrier for the symbols of democracy, will serve as 
the site for testing a proposition.  Through the lens of the National 
Mall, from its history to its current use, the chapter will show the 
contradictory democratic and planning conditions held even at a 
site symbolic of democratic values.
Section ‘Democratic Conditions Compromised’  shows that the 
National Mall has been reduced to a synthetic image of stability 
built upon a preserved image that masks the underlying issues 
of a compromised territory of, unstable boundaries governed by 
ad-hoc laws, and privatized overtones that distort the otherwise 
democratic message embodied by its symbols of governance.
‘A.0’ NOTES - A SHORT BREAK FOR ENCLOSURE ARGUMENT
States the need for an enclosed public space, a speculative critique 
based representation of a space that questions our current and 
future negotiations with power and use of space, appropriating and 
redefining functions and representation of conditions that not only 
does the National Mall distorts, but also many American democratic 
spaces.
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CHAPTER 3 NOTES
This proposal investigates compromised symbols that can be 
appropriated and redefined to provide functions and representation 
of conditions the National Mall distorts.  The proposal infuses within 
the program responses to all major impositions of public spaces as 
a method of exposing the unstable conditions of democratic values 
residing on comprised fields.  The purpose is not to render an ideal 
democratic space, but an independently operating machinelike 
space that highlights the context’s incongruous relationships.  The 
form and use of space, from materials, structure, and program, 
are redefined to communicate the asymmetrical relationships of 
public’s dialogue with governance in open democratic spaces.
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CHAPTER 1 NOTES
Changing conditions of democracy to changing conditions of the ownership 
of public spaces show the direct impact on democratic publics spaces.  The 
conditions perpetuate rising restrictions within theses spaces that infringe 
public’s right for free speech assembly.   This indicates, especially with recent 
events, that a recalibration of the role of public’s dialogue with power and 
governance is necessary. Section ‘Stifling Public Spaces’ documents and 
brings forth the ever increasing restrictions on public spaces in American 
cities, which this thesis responds to as a critique based proposal in Chapter 3.
CHAPTER 2 NOTES
National Mall, a carrier for the symbols of democracy, will serve as the site 
for testing a proposition.  Through the lens of the National Mall, from its 
history to its current use, the chapter will show the contradictory democratic 
and planning conditions held even at a site symbolic of democratic values.  
Section ‘Democratic Conditions Compromised’  shows that the National Mall 
has been reduced to a synthetic image of stability built upon a preserved 
image that masks the underlying issues of a compromised territory of, 
unstable boundaries governed by ad-hoc laws, and privatized overtones 
that distort the otherwise democratic message embodied by its symbols of 
governance.
‘A.0’ NOTES - A SHORT BREAK FOR ENCLOSURE ARGUMENT
States the need for an enclosed public space, a speculative critique based 
representation of a space that questions our current and future negotiations 
with power and use of space, appropriating and redefining functions and 
representation of conditions that not only does the National Mall distorts, 
but also many American democratic spaces.
CHAPTER 3 NOTES
This proposal investigates compromised symbols that can be appropriated 
and redefined to provide functions and representation of conditions the 
National Mall distorts.  The proposal infuses within the program responses to 
all major impositions of public spaces as a method of exposing the unstable 
conditions of democratic values residing on comprised fields.  The purpose 
is not to render an ideal democratic space, but an independently operating 
machinelike space that highlights the context’s incongruous relationships.  
The form and use of space, from materials, structure, and program, are 
redefined to communicate the asymmetrical relationships of public’s 
dialogue with governance in open democratic spaces.
INTRODUCTION
ROLE OF DESIGN in politics
INTENT
Unforeseen events of modern politics, such as terrorist threats, evolving 
codes, regulations, and tighter surveillance, are pushing the limits of 
government’s role with preemptive measures that are concerns for 
liberty.  It is precisely at this pressure point in America’s history, revealed 
by the Occupy Movement and its battle with public space, combined 
with issues of permits, codes, and regulations, that ideologies can 
be revisited with form that operates with the city.  Through the act 
of ‘separation’  and ‘enclosure’, creatively subverting codes that defy 
democratic values, the form’s dialogue within the modern city can be 
regained to reveal the inconsistencies that reside currently in open 
democratic spaces.
The proposed apparatus creates a dialogue within a compromised 
field on a site symbolic of democratic values, revealing asymmetrical 
relationships of democracy and governance.  The intent of the proposal is 
not to render an ideal democratic space, but an independently operating 
machinelike space that questions public’s evolving dialogue with 
governance and power, especially in American public spaces.
The machine provides functions and a monumental inhabitable interior 
protected space, ironically privatized, for public’s use and occupation to 
create a critical discourse with its context.  However the public’s presence 
within the machine is not necessary for the message of the machine to 
be communicated, of the rising restrictions of public spaces in America 
caused by increasing strict concepts of governance.  The appropriation 
and redefinition of democratic symbols that no longer serve their 
original intent, communicate that message to the larger context.  The 
treatment of the space as critique through circulation, materials, details, 
and construction communicate that message to the compromised field 
and the individuals, independent of public’s occupation within it.
The larger intent of the proposal is to test a theory in engaging the field 
of Architecture and Urbanism within politics.  To offer an alternate, or 
rather reinvigorate, role of design in politics as a critical dialogue that 
emerges in the physical treatment of space and form.  Thus proposing a 
counter investigation using the language of the discipline as method of 
exposing incongruous relationships.
A
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FIG 1.1
SOURCE: Time Magazine Online: 
2011 Person of the Year: The Protester | Dec. 26, 2011
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CONDITIONS
OF DEMOCRATIC SPACES
CHAPTER ONE OUTLINE
Changing conditions of democracy to changing conditions of the 
ownership of public spaces show the direct impact on democratic 
publics spaces.  The conditions perpetuate rising restrictions within 
these spaces that infringe public’s right for free speech assembly.   This 
indicates, especially with recent events, that a recalibration of the role of 
public’s dialogue with power and governance is necessary.
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1.1 CHANGING CONDITIONS OF DEMOCRATIC PUBLIC SPACES
Over the years American cities are experiencing a decline in true democratic 
public spaces.  In the wake of recent events, such as the Occupy Wall Street 
Movement, it has been brought to attention the necessity of public spaces 
within democracy and the legal limitations of public spaces for democracy 
as these spaces since the 1960s have transitioned into private ownership. 
These conditions exist through out the American democratic landscape, 
exacerbated by extreme surveillance, policing methods, ad-hoc laws, with 
intricate permitting and codes, that are applied towards the little amount 
of city owned public space that does exist. Throughout American cities 
these same conditions are stifling otherwise democratic public spaces 
that have potential for spontaneous speech and assembly, characteristics 
that are crucial for a democratic system.
However, the system of executing democracy itself is fluid and changing as 
conditions change.  As democracy has evolved over centuries from direct 
democracy to representative democracy with increasing population and 
advances in technology, governance and method of governance of the 
population has increased exponentially,  and this has had a direct impact 
on democratic public spaces
1.2 DEMOCRACY AND PUBLIC ASSEMBLY PRECEDENT 
1.2.1 ATHENIAN CITY STATE DEMOCRACY
From European Monarchy in the Renaissance to start of American 
Democracy in the Colonial times, Classical Antiquity became a period 
revered by many leaders as a model for democratic spaces and symbols 
of governance. Rightfully so as the first place of democracy occurred in 
classical Athens, Greece.  The Athenian city-state political system, adopted 
and modified by the Republic of Rome, set the stage for modern Western 
political practice and thought.  This is still reflected in the many classically 
inspired government buildings that serve as a symbol and reminder of the 
‘classical origins of parliamentary democracy’. 1
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The form of direct democracy in which citizens rule themselves began 
in ancient Athens, known as demokratia (demos – the people, or the 
citizenry, and kratos – rule).2  This is different from modern representative 
democracy where publicly elected representatives rule for the people, 
such as the case with UK and Germany.  The United States is a complex 
system of representative democracy, better stated as a constitutional 
republic in which elected representatives govern for the citizens through 
existing constitutional laws, in an attempt to limit government’s power 
over the citizens.
1.2.2 ROLE OF PNYX AND AGORA
During 8th century B.C. Athens, center of intellectual and cultural 
development, emerged as the polis, or city-state, that set the example 
for urban growth in surrounding city-states of ancient Greece.  It was 
required of all citizens, which was restricted to only Athenian born males, 
to participate and contribute to the activities of the polis.  The citizens 
took part in a public forum to vote on topics brought forth by themselves. 
By 4th century B.C., the public assembly took place outdoors in the open 
arena called the Pnyx, carved within the natural setting of the hillside 
west of the city’s Acropolis, it created a semi-circular outdoor assembly 
hall, which later was built with a theatre-like structure to support several 
thousand people.  Here the sovereign assembly of the people, called the 
Ekklesia, met every nine days for legislative and judicial matters requiring 
the attendance of at least 6,000 citizens.3  For centuries the Pnyx served as 
the location for the Athenian political assembly.  
FIG 1.2 Pnyx, outdoor place of assembly
Phase I: approx 500 B.C., uses natural slope of 
the hillside to build seating.  Phase II: approx 
400 B.C., arena flipped for either political or 
environmental concerns.  Phase III: approx 300 
B.C., arena was enlarged.
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phase I phase II
phase II I
The Athenian city-state center was the Agora, an outdoor marketplace 
which was surrounded by a stoas housing law courts, administration, 
worship and trade.  During the late 5th and 4th centuries BC, town 
planning always considered the Agora surrounded by a stoa, as was 
the case with regular gridded towns of Paestum and Priene. 4  Richard 
Sennett’s ‘spaces of democracy’ even argues that the Stoa’s location, unlike 
the Pynx, as a peripheral condition is what can produce forms of politics 
driven by ‘difference rather than by indifference and submission’.5  The 
border condition intensifies public’s exchange with politics, and allows for 
changes to occur within the city.  
This shows that even in Ancient Athens, the site of first democracy, there 
are two types of public forums.  One that is a formal assembly where the 
elite male born Athenians with great orator skills can be heard and fully 
participate within, and the other is the informal marketplace that serves as 
a forum for the other non-citizens of Athens, allowing political exchange 
to occur through the everyday business of the polis.  
Now, centuries into the present, methods of public participation for speech 
and assembly have transformed.  Current relationship of democracy with 
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FIG 1.3 ATHENS
2nd Century AD, Classical Antiquity, first place of 
democracy, serving as precedent for many forms 
of democracy and democratic institutions.
acropolis
agora
pynx
public architecture and symbolic space have evolved as power relations 
between governance and public have renegotiated with evolving 
conditions.  These conditions have had a direct impact on democratic 
public spaces, especially for American public spaces that were based on 
the classical foundations of  democratic participation.
1.3 CHANGING PUBLIC AND ITS SPACES 
From the first concept of democracy, to the evolved modern versions, 
the relationship of democracy to public space is a complex system that 
feeds from one another.  Democracy depends on true public space for 
citizens to voice their opinions and address current concerns, concept of 
free speech and assembly which America was founded upon.  The United 
States history of planning considered such spaces for civic interaction. 
‘Public space was intended to galvanize democratic activities—especially 
the informal meetings that could produce discussion and deliberation.’ 6 
However, the need for public space, enclosed or open, has disappeared.
1.3.1 PRIVATE REALM ICONIC FORMS
During ancient Greece the urban fabric, the city and architecture, 
presented a balance that negotiated with the public realm.  During the 
eighteenth century, as public life declined with increased focus towards 
the private life, the public realm dissipated leaving a scar on the urban 
fabric.  Public buildings and architecture gradually stood independent of 
the urban fabric, eliminating enclosed public spaces with privately owned 
23
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fig 1.4 changes in democracy / assembly
As democracy has evolved over centuries from 
direct democracy to representative democracy 
with increasing population and advances 
in technology, governance and method of 
governance of the population has increased 
exponentially,  and this has had a direct impact 
on democratic public spaces
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program.  This transition was completed in early twentieth century.  With 
fall of the public realm and with no dire need for public forum space, urban 
design and architecture became invested in exploring and providing for 
the architectural form in the private realm, from iconic office buildings to 
developer driven residential blocks.7   The balance of architecture and city 
that existed in classical antiquity up until the Enlightenment was never 
fully regained. 
1.3.2 THE CONTROLLED PUBLIC REALM
Richard Sennett in the ‘Fall of Public Man’ claims that to formally explore 
the balance of public architecture and city, the public realm must first be 
revived.8  Present questions are concerned with whether public space of 
commons within the city is even necessary for the public sphere, as public 
forums can now be accessed from home, and the spaces that do exist are 
rewired for entertainment and consumerism rather than for free speech 
and assembly.  However, these public forums that are accessed by home, 
whether online or through televised debates, do not always allow for the 
public to receive feedback, resulting in one-way dialogues which can 
hardly be considered a public assembly debating on current issues, thus 
creating the image of a false public sphere.  
Michael Sorkin’s ‘Variation on a theme park, the new American City and 
the End of Public Space’, in which a compilation of essays argue that ‘a 
new kind of urbanism-manipulative, dispersed, and hostile to traditional 
public space-is emerging both at the heart and at the edge of town in 
megamalls, corporate enclaves, gentrified zones, and psuedo-historic 
marketplaces’. 9  In these cases the spontaneous public interaction is 
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TAYLORIZING FORM
(left) Louis H. Sullivan, Theoretical Design, 1891; 
(right) Ludwig Hilberseimer, Hochhausstadt 
(High Rise City), 1924.  ‘The decline of the 
social Utopia sanctioned ideology’s surrender 
to the politics of things brought about by the 
laws of profit. Architectural, artistic, and urban 
ideology was left with the Utopia of form as a 
way of recovering the human totality through 
an ideal synthesis, as a way of embracing 
disorder through order.’ -  Manfredo Tafuri from 
Architecture and Utopia Pg. 46-47.
fig 1.5 fig 1.6
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CURRENT CONDITIONS
sacrificed for a highly controlled and structured environment.  Mike Davis 
illustrates through a study of Los Angeles that security or ‘policing of social 
boundaries’ is really used for keeping out unwanted interactions and for 
creating acceptable behavior patterns in the public realm, rather than 
as surveillance for personal safety.10   This public favors the controlled 
environment and is cautious of true democratic spaces that come with 
‘risks and undeodorized odors’. 11
This condition of increased interest in leisure spaces of consumerism 
combined with expectations of a controlled environment have resulted 
in abandoning publicly maintained spaces in exchange for ones that are 
well maintained and owned by private organizations.  These ownership 
models are occurring with little public input.  Citizens are not fully aware 
of the consequences of privately owned public space until there is a need 
for free speech and assembly, which can be noted under recent events 
of protest movements in America starting in September of 2011 and to 
current events of the Occupy Wall Street protests.
1.4 sTIFLING PUBLIC SPACES 
1.4.1 PRIVATIZATION AND PARTNERSHIPS OF PUBLIC SPACES
PRIVATELY OWNED PLAZAS
Forced by monetary needs and a decline of the public realm, public 
space planned and owned by cities in the United States transitioned 
into privately owned plazas (POPS) and open spaces beginning around 
the 1960s.  POPS are an amenity that developers provide to the public in 
exchange for incentives such as additional square footage or higher air 
rights.  This type of corporate sponsorship of controlled public spaces is 
ubiquitous in America, usually found in outdoor spaces of office plazas, 
residential plazas and urban plazas.12  Since 1961, provisions for POPS 
have been modified in favor of public design and its amenities, but not 
necessarily regarding its access as true democratic space. 
25
public space ownership models
Forced by monetary needs and a decline of the 
public realm, public space planned and owned 
by cities in the United States transitioned into 
privately owned plazas (POPS) and open spaces 
beginning around the 1960s.
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PRIVATE-PUBLIC PARTNERSHIP PARKS
Private-public partnerships have also taken control over public parks and 
playgrounds as they question the speed and authority with which public 
agencies respond to requests.  These partnerships, that operate more like 
private organizations, can tax local businesses for providing services such 
as policing and surveillance or trash removal and street renovations, all of 
which once fell under the control of public funds.13  These private-public 
partnerships also enforce spaces to be governed by implicit and explicit 
rules, about who uses the space regarding class and income, to when it 
is used, including increase in surveillance and providing a controlled 
environment.
These private-public partnership have also resulted in contemporary city 
park designs that present a false sense of democratic public space with 
tendencies to over-program and control public’s interactions.  Projects 
such as the Millennium Park in Chicago, and Discovery Green in Houston, 
are divided into various areas and programmed with various activities, 
POPS PRIVATELY OWNED PUBLIC SPACES
OFFICE PLAZAS, ARCADES, SKYWAYS, PEDESTRIAN
AN AMENITY PROVIDED AND MAINTAINED BY A 
DEVELOPER FOR PUBLIC USE IN EXCHANGE FOR 
INCENTIVES, SUCH AS ADDITIONAL SQUARE FOOTAGE 
OR HIGHER AIR RIGHTS.12
PRIVATE-PUBLIC PARTNERSHIPS
MAINLY FOR LARGE SCALE PARKS AND CIVIC SPACES
THESE PARTNERSHIPS, OPERATE MORE LIKE PRIVATE 
ORGANIZATIONS, THAT CAN TAX LOCAL BUSINESSES 
FOR PROVIDING SERVICES SUCH AS POLICING 
AND SURVEILLANCE , TRASH REMOVAL OR STREET 
RENOVATIONS, ALL OF WHICH ONCE FELL UNDER THE 
CONTROL OF PUBLIC FUNDS.13
ownership models within city
The city becomes saturated with privately 
owned public spaces that impose restrictions for 
free speech and assembly.
fig 1.7
fig 1.8
such as water parks and restaurants and cafes for entertainment, leaving 
little room for assembly of any other kind than entertaining.  The Chicago’s 
Park Law for Millennium Park (section d) states that ‘the commissioner is 
authorized to enter into use agreements for the temporary use of space 
and facilities in the Park.  The commissioner shall only enter into use 
agreements that the commissioner determines enhance and are consistent 
with the unique nature of the Park.’ 14  This allows authorities to limit free 
speech assembly space on the sidewalks surrounding the perimeter of the 
park, on which protestors can only occupy half the width of the sidewalk 
to allow for everyday circulation, leaving the city park untouched from 
true democratic participation.
The other extreme in public space design is to refurbish open spaces with 
designed amenities that fulfill an appearance of public spaces.  Veteran’s 
plaza in downtown Silver Spring, MD, originally a popular spot for the 
public known as ‘the turf’ scaped with fake plastic grass, brought many 
citizens of the city together to simply lounge about.  In 2008 the fake 
grass was rIpped out for a plaza to serve the community hall and town 
square, a project executed by Machado Silvetti, with benches and nice 
hard scaped space, with part of the program serving as an ice skating 
rink that is boarded up during the summer.  Silver Spring’s Montgomery 
County Planning Directory Robert Stalin’s reaction to the new space says 
it all:  “The new space will, by virtue of its location and the attraction of the 
shops on Ellsworth, be successful. Already, crowds are gathering to see 
the programmed events. All that’s missing is the spontaneity, the creative 
interpretation of the space that the turf generated. Frankly put, it is over 
designed.” 15
1.4.2 INCREASE IN SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE
Not only are public plazas becoming less about public participation, they 
are allowing public spaces to be designed with controlled amenities that 
dictate who uses the space.  Details for street furniture are gravitating 
towards privacy and security.  Public benches are designed with midbars 
to prevent homeless from sleeping which in turn is compartmentalizing 
how the public engages with one another.  Majority of the public sidewalk 
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space is given to bollards, bike racks and planters, in an attempt to create 
a barrier between the public street and pedestrian path.  Extreme security 
bollards are cluttering and controlling circulation while serving as an 
eyesore. Public design is becoming more about privatization of public 
space and less about the role of an individual within it.  
The undetected measures of networked surveillance, closed circuit 
televisions with facial recognition capabilities, and justified surveillance 
laws  are all reinforcing a type of governmentality that speaks less in favor 
of public safety, and more about the control of the public within public 
spaces. 
Mike Davis sums up the issue of the destruction of the public space, by 
stating that ‘the architectural privatization of the physical public sphere, 
more-over is complimented by a parallel restructuring of electronic 
space, as heavily guarded, pay access databases and subscription cable 
services expropriate the invisible agora.’ 16  One could argue that for public 
architecture to occur the public sphere must first be accepting of it, but 
security barriers
ON DEMAND SECURITY 
MEASURES ARE TAKEN 
FOLLOWING A THREATENING 
EVENT; OFTEN FORGOTTEN IN 
THE PUBLIC SPACE, DECREASING 
USE OF SPACE.
cctv
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION ARE 
APPEARING IN PUBLIC SPACES 
WHETHER OWNED PRIVATELY OR 
PUBLICLY.
digital signal / 
networked
NETWORKED SURVEILLANCE 
(WITH CCTV)  SENDS SIGNALS  
TO OTHER PRIVATELY OWNED 
PROPERTIES AND POLICE.
street furniture
DESIGN OF STREET FURNITURE, 
FROM BENCHES TO  PLAZA 
EDGES ARE DESIGNED TO 
PREVENT ACTIVITIES LIKE 
SKATEBOARDING AND 
HOMELESS FROM LINGERING 
IN PUBLIC SPACES (SUCH AS 
INSTALLING MIDBARS ON 
BENCHES)
security and surveillance
Preventive measures for privately owned or 
publicly owned public spaces, renegotiates 
public’s participation within democratic spaces 
and their right to free speech and assembly in 
name of public safety.
fig 1.9
fig 1.10
fig 1.11
Private 
Network
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1978 foreign intelligence surveillance act
 AN ACT OF CONGRESS, WHICH PRESCRIBES 
PROCEDURES FOR THE PHYSICAL AND 
ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE AND COLLECTION 
OF “FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION” 
BETWEEN “FOREIGN POWERS” AND “AGENTS OF 
FOREIGN POWERS” 
2008 AMENDMENT to 1978 surveillance act
REPEALED THE PROTECT AMERICA ACT, BUT REPLACED 
IT WITH SIMILAR PROVISIONS IN TITLE VII OF FISA; 
EXPANDING POWER OF GOVERNMENT SURVEILLANCE 
WITH NATIONAL SECURITY DIRECTIVE FOR FULL 
SURVEILLANCE OF INTERNET BY GOVERNMENT
2001 USA PATRIOT Act
UNITING (AND) STRENGTHENING AMERICA (BY) 
PROVIDING APPROPRIATE TOOLS REQUIRED (TO) 
INTERCEPT (AND) OBSTRUCT TERRORISM ACT OF 2001.  
CONGRESS’S PASSAGE OF THE PATRIOT ACT AFTER 9/11 
EXPANDED THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION’S 
(FBI) INFORMATION-GATHERING AUTHORITY TO ISSUE 
NATIONAL SECURITY LETTERS (NSL)
2001 SEPTEMBER 11TH ATTACKS
SERIES OF FOUR COORDINATED SUICIDE 
ATTACKS OF TERRORISM UPON THE UNITED 
STATES IN NEW YORK CITY AND THE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. AREAS ON 
SEPTEMBER 11, 2001.
2007 Protect America Act of 2007
A CONTROVERSIAL AMENDMENT TO THE FOREIGN 
INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE ACT (FISA) THAT WAS SIGNED 
INTO LAW ON AUGUST 5, 2007. IT REMOVED THE WARRANT 
REQUIREMENT FOR GOVERNMENT SURVEILLANCE OF 
FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE TARGETS “REASONABLY BELIEVED” 
TO BE OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED STATES
1978 public key encryption
INVENTION ALLOWED TO ENCRYPT MESSAGEST
1989 world wide web
A SYSTEM OF INTERLINKED HYPERTEXT 
DOCUMENTS ACCESSED VIA THE INTERNET. 
WITH A WEB BROWSER, ONE CAN VIEW WEB 
PAGES THAT MAY CONTAIN TEXT, IMAGES, 
VIDEOS, AND OTHER MULTIMEDIA, AND 
NAVIGATE BETWEEN THEM VIA HYPERLINKS.
2002 cctv on the national mall
CCTV CAMERAS INSTALLED AND CONSTANTLY 
MONITORED AT ALL MAJOR MONUMENTS ON 
THE WASHINGTON D.C. NATIONAL MALL
EVENTS LAWS/ACTS
MARCH 2012 STRIP SEARCH
‘THE SUPREME COURT RULED THIS WEEK THAT THE 
CONSTITUTION DOES NOT PROHIBIT THE GOVERNMENT 
FROM STRIP-SEARCHING PEOPLE CHARGED WITH EVEN 
MINOR OFFENSES. THE COURT’S 5-4 RULING TURNS 
A DEEPLY HUMILIATING PROCEDURE — ONE MOST 
AMERICANS WOULD VERY MUCH LIKE TO AVOID — INTO A 
ROUTINE LAW-ENFORCEMENT TACTIC.’ - TIME
governance associated laws
Timeline of rising major laws and acts in recent 
decades that impose restrictions on individual’s 
freedom and have a direct impact on public 
spaces.
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as recent events have shown that the public sphere is here with full force 
and are finding limitations in use of spaces for democratic participation.
1.4.3 PERMITTING FOR LIMITED SPACE
True and readily available public space for speech and protest is limited to 
1/2 the sidewalk and occasionally a street lane only when not disrupting 
everyday circulation.  However even these terms require permits and are 
usually monitored by the police. Many permit ordinances allow police 
and city officials to impose rules, especially for protest and demonstration 
events, regarding location, route, and allowable equipment. These 
impositions are usually disguised under reasons for  ‘public safety’, 
allowing law enforcement to have independent policing standards.  This 
combined with varying permitting requirements, depending on location, 
eventually results in eviction or termination of demonstrations.   
With many plazas, parks and open spaces being privately owned or 
sponsored, this leaves city sidewalks and certain parts of streets that are 
generally allowed, but this is limited as one cannot obstruct everyday 
traffic, limiting rallies to small strips on portion of the pavement. Recently 
when Occupy Wall Street protesters encountered resistance from police 
at Wall Street, they moved their encampment nearby to Zuccotti Park , 
but they quickly learned that this is a privately owned public space with 
limited first amendment protection.
1.4.4 AD HOC RULES AND POLICING
Brookfield Properties, the developer that owns Zuccotti Park in exchange 
for zoning incentives, attempted to redefine the rules during the protestors 
encampment in hopes of ending their stay.17   However, because of lack 
of clarity in the rules, the assembly occupied the plaza until winter.  This 
instance shows the ambiguous nature of how public spaces currently 
operate in the U.S., with ad hoc rules and struggles to provide use of space 
for free speech and assembly.
Also, under recent events it can be noted that regardless of ownership, 
whether publicly or privately owned; the police and government act 
independently of rights allowed to citizens in use of public space, with 
private (POPS) zuccotti park, nyc
eviction
after 2 months by brookfield properties
public freedom plaza and mchperson square, d.c.
eviction
after 4 1/2 months by national park services
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results for use of space
As recent events indicate, public or private, result 
of public protest is the same leading to eventual 
eviction.
SPEECH
SPEECH
WHAT IS LEFT TO THE PUBLIC
True and readily available public space for 
speech and protest is limited to 1/2 the sidewalk 
and occasionally a street lane when not 
disrupting everyday circulation. 
fig 1.12
fig 1.13 rules before ows 
fig 1.14 changed during ows
fig 1.15 fig 1.16
fig 1.14
ad hoc rules and reinterpretation of laws under the guise of ‘public safety’.
1.4.5 CURRENT AFFAIRS: REVIVED PUBLIC REALM
Richard Sennett made it clear that prior to formal investigations of public 
spaces, there must first be a need for a public realm.  Now, at this point 
in history, there is and was a public realm, and the lack of public space 
for free speech was outrageously recognized.  In the light of recent 
events reinforced by Occupy Wall Street protests, the problem of lack of 
true public space for free speech and assembly has been put forward.  In 
the United States, people have the right to engage in public speech and 
assembly in open public spaces without unreasonable restrictions by the 
federal or state government.  However, because of privately owned public 
spaces, and private-public partnerships, many of the public spaces have 
limitations on how and what the spaces can be used for.
1.5 REVISIT REPRESENTATION OF PUBLIC SPACE 
From Issues of lack of public space, to increasingly controlled and 
surveillance spaces, it becomes apparent that a new representation of 
public space and architecture must be approached within the discipline, in 
an effort to mend the city planning and role of architecture for democratic 
space.  A space that questions the existing conditions and leverages 
certain asymmetrical relationships that have evolved with negotiated 
power relations of governance and the public.
A city emerges from a complex group of negotiations with tactile and 
abstract systems created and propelled by individual’s immersion 
within the grounds they occupy.  City framework should allow for 
dynamic systems to evolve and in some way appropriate spaces for the 
unpredictable occurrences that could drastically change public’s habits 
and their dialogue with power.  Public space and public architecture 
should act as an enabler for awareness of the city’s surroundings and 
operations.
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INDEPENDENT POLICING STANDARDS
Whether request is placed by private or 
government groups, policing standards have 
their own independent methods to take care of 
situations that they consider a threat to public 
safety.  Such as the case at UC Berkley in 2011 
where police attacked a non-violent protest on 
campus, and now the university is responsible 
for the outcome, not the police.
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The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 have resulted in rising 
securitized public spaces.  Fears of future attacks have resulted in increased 
surveillance in spaces that were founded for America’s democratic values 
such as the National Mall.  These trends are bound to continue and increase 
in suffocating democratic spaces, unless the role of public architecture 
and its potentials are fully examined through the lens of built and 
symbolic architecture as political syntax on public form and governance. 
The National Mall, emblematic of democratic values, resonates with all the 
problems of evolved American democratic public space conditions and 
serves as an ideal site to test a public space that questions the existing 
balance between public architecture and the city.
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COMPROMISED FIELD
MALL at governance and form
CHAPTER TWO OUTLINE
From Tafuri’s Architecture and Utopia to Foucault’s Governmentality, 
the National Mall is an astounding representation of America’s evolving 
dialogue with planning and power all compounded into 324 acres of 
open space. From its arrival, at the turning point in history of American 
planning with separation of architecture from the city to its extreme 
measures of security that resonate issues of expanding biopolitics, the 
Mall speaks of the failures and success of capitalism and democracy.  By 
examining the National Mall through its asymmetrical relationships it 
could reveal the possibilities of architecture discipline’s role in operating 
within sites based on contradictory values.
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WASHINGTON
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2.1 national mall INTRODUCTION
The National Mall is an astounding representation of America’s evolving 
dialogue with planning and power all compounded into 324 acres of open 
space. From its arrival, at the turning point in history of American planning 
in 1790s with rising concerns of separation of the role of architecture 
from the city to its extreme measures of security that resonate issues 
of expanding biopolitics, the Mall speaks of the failures and successes 
of democracy.  By examining the National Mall through concerns of its 
planning, architecture and democratic conditions, it could reveal the 
possibilities of the architecture discipline’s role in operating within sites 
based on contradictory values, to render a space that responds to certain 
spatial oppositions.
2.2 PLANNING conditions: THE HISTORICAL LENS 
2.2.1 CONTRADICTIONS IN SYMBOLS
Tafuri observes that the National Mall and Washington, DC, represent a 
‘deliberately abstract collective symbol’1 with stable and conventional 
principles, that are in contradiction to developing and industrial cities 
such as New York and Chicago.   These symbols of governance, such as 
the ubiquitous state capitols and state capitol malls, are from classically 
inspired European architecture and planning of reason and nature, that 
were adopted by Jefferson for America in late 18th and early 19th century 
to serve as symbols of democratic institutions, offering an artificial visual 
stability in contrast to the uncertainty of America’s industrial nature.  As 
Tafuri mentions ‘they are symbols of the American longing for something 
other than itself, terms of reference for a society continually terrified by the 
process it has itself set in motion and indeed considers irreversible’.2  Thus 
the Mall and the city of Washington reside on contradictions from their 
initial conception, using classicism to situate itself as a preserved image 
of reason and democracy, in an attempt to separate itself from industrial 
development emblematic of America.
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FIG 2.3 state capitols and malls
Classically inspired symbols of governance 
through out American cities.  
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2.2.2 CONTRADICTIONS IN SYMBOLIC FORM
Over the course of the 20th century, alongside the rise of Modernism, 
America began to reevaluate its sense of history, from issues on slavery, 
women’s rights, to reasons for war.  Classically inspired architecture 
could no longer represent America’s redefined ideologies.  The desire for 
a new representation was highlighted in the controversy of Jefferson’s 
Memorial.  In the 1930s architect John Russell Pope was commissioned 
for the design, who presented yet another classically inspired building. 
Modernist architects and critics vehemently opposed such a proposal, and 
claimed this was not representative of Jefferson’s democratic values and 
was inappropriate for 1930s to memorialize him with a style that was not 
associated with current ideologies.3  Jefferson Memorial was thus the last 
classical building to reside on the Mall, followed by more modern buildings 
such as the flat-roofed Museum of American History and National Air and 
Space Museum. 
With modernist ideals and social movements, many monuments, 
memorials and museums were proposed and built in the 20th century 
Mall, so many that the public and privately funded organizations for the 
National Mall became concerned about its potential cluttering.  Series 
of agencies were established over the years by Congress, a discussion 
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redefined ideologies
Over the course of the 20th century, alongside 
the rise of Modernism, America began to 
reevaluate its sense of history, from issues on 
slavery, women’s rights, to reasons for war.   
Classically inspired architecture could no longer 
represent America’s redefined ideologies.  
fig 2.4 fig 2.5 fig 2.6 fig 2.7
for later, to undertake these numerous concerns. In response to the 
overcrowding of museums and memorials, in 2003 Congress declared 
the Mall ‘a substantially completed work of civic art’ and imposed a 
moratorium on the reserve portion of the mall.4  However with approval 
of congress many privately sponsored memorials and services have been 
accepted since then, and the controversy of overcrowding with narrow-
interest museums continues to today.  
As Tafuri points out, utopia of form is where all ideologies were and are 
invested, form is the only remaining utopia, ‘as a way of recovering the 
human totality through an ideal synthesis, as a way of embracing disorder 
through order’.5   The gridded plan of DC, which continues into the National 
Mall after the McMillian plan was adopted in 1901, has resulted in buildings 
with various types of forms.  These are representative of America’s struggle 
with planning and architecture that commits to form and iconic buildings 
independent of program, as the only space for critical dialogue.
2.2.3 CONTRADICTIONS IN PLANNING
Manfredo Tafuri, an Italian architect and historian, published Architecture 
and Utopia in the mid 1970s at a time when Italy was suffering from great 
political turmoil and a declining economy.  Tafuri was concerned with 
understanding the disappearance of ideological agendas, that of the 
dialectics of order and chaos and of the individual and collective that were 
explored in the art and Enlightenment.  The 18th century Enlightenment 
architecture was ideological as it looked to reconstruct itself for the 
bourgeois city through reason, providing a balance between architecture 
and the city. However, with a fast growing population and a robust 
industry, new city planning resorted to the gridded network that kept 
pace with growing cities.  This forced utopian ideals to insert its agendas 
in the architectural form, relying on an autonomous field of architecture 
which began an ongoing struggle between architecture and the city.
This struggle is highlighted in American democratic spaces of governance 
and most apparent in Washington DC, the center of America’s image of 
political exchange.  Beginning in 1800, French Engineer Pierre Charles 
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L’ENFANT
MALL + DC PLAN 1791
planning
FIG 2.8
L’Enfant’s plan for Washington, the first adopted plan by the government, 
laid out a gridded network of streets 10 miles square, centering the Nation’s 
Capitol as a physical embodiment of the newly ratified U.S. Constitution. 
The gridded plan is Tafuri’s contested example of America’s urgency. A 
network perpetuated by mode of production including, among many 
other drivers, production cycles, division of land, and land ownership.  The 
use of a regular network of arteries was America’s response to providing 
a simple flexible support for an urban structure that allowed for continual 
transformation. This set the stage for the future of architectural form and 
its separation from urban planning.
To further elaborate on the struggle of representation, it is important 
to understand that Thomas Jefferson’s visions in the beginning of 
19th century were of an agrarian decentralized democracy.  Jefferson 
was specifically looking to classically inspired European planning and 
architecture of reason and nature, to be adopted as symbols of democratic 
institutions.  His own sketch for the capital city was more akin to a Roman 
forum, and is reflected in his plan for University of Virginia.  However he 
accepted L’Enfant’s artistic yet grandiose plan of radial boulevards on a 
gridded network, which invested in staggering assumptions about the 
future wealth and power of a new nation.  Although the Constitution 
called for a Federal District “not exceeding ten miles square”, the city was 
laid out ten miles square on both sides, assuming a future population of 
1 million, double L’Enfant’s hometown of Paris at 547,000, at a time when 
New York’s population was about 30,000.  Thus, Washington DC became 
a city that embodied Jefferson’s agrarian ideals and L’Enfant’s artistic 
and French grand ideas.6  The Mall on the other hand, presented itself as 
the preserved ‘public void’ that resided in a city symbolic of democratic 
governance, surrounded by America’s industrious nature.
2.2.4 MALL’S GRID AND IMPACT ON FORM
The National Mall, emblematic of contradictory values in planning and form 
in a country that began its roots in industry, also highlights the country’s 
failures and successes in a democratic belief system, representative of 
events that incite conflict with evolving democratic values.  The struggle 
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for architecture and planning with political ideals alongside social 
movements that are in stark contrast to the Mall’s preserved image, 
speak of the country’s struggle for roots, while the comprehension of its 
foundation is in constant flux.
After the conception of the L’Enfant classically inspired plan in 1791, 110 
years later in 1901, post second industrial age during a sudden increase 
in the city’s population, Senator James McMillian organized the Senate 
Park Commission to undertake a new layout that proposed a radical 
open space, eradicating the designed botanic gardens from 1850s and 
other industrial facilities.  The McMillian plan, based on the City Beautiful 
Movement, extended the Mall southward and westward over the former 
river beds for the future Lincoln Memorial and Jefferson Memorial.  The 
plan also extended the highly efficient network of city streets into the 
National Mall, creating compartments (unknowingly) for future memorial 
and museum locations.  Such a formulaic disruption highlights a pivotal 
point indicating that ideology in planning, even at a site symbolic of 
Nation’s democracy, has surrendered to ideologies of form.7
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1901 Mcmillian plan 
The McMillian plan, based on the City Beautiful 
Movement, extended the Mall southward and 
westward over the former river beds for the 
future Lincoln Memorial and Jefferson Memorial.  
The plan also extended the highly efficient 
network of city streets into the National Mall, 
creating compartments (unknowingly) for future 
memorial and museum locations.  
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2.2.5 FLEXIBLE IDEALS
Its important to note that the National Mall’s symbolic space resonates a 
constant flux of ideals. As the McMillian plan was near completion, with 
the arrival of two world wars followed by a cold war, the space of the 
National Mall depicted America’s interests that resided in wartime.  From 
1915 the Mall was a vision of neglect with unkept gardens and landscape, 
and in 1918 the US Navy flanked both sides of the reflecting pool with 
‘temporary’ concrete quarters for the US military.8  The quarters remained 
in place until the 1970s, after which the McMillian plan was completed in 
1976. These episodes are characteristic of a Nation that desires to place 
symbolic ideals in architecture and planning, but is in conflict with ideals 
that reside in its industrial nature.  These peripheral ideals are strong 
enough to disrupt a symbolic space with concrete quarters.  However 
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IDEOLOGIES OF FORM
The gridded plan of DC, which continues into 
the National Mall after the McMillian plan was 
adopted in 1901, has resulted in buildings with 
various types of forms.
disruptive, they show the flexible principles held by the Nation, and its 
desire to continuously revisit representation of symbolic spaces.
Another 110 years later, currently in 2011, the Trust for the National Mall, 
a non-profit organization, is privately funding the National Park Services 
government agency for requesting proposals to restore and improve 
the Mall at three dedicated locations, the Constitution Gardens, the 
Washington Monument Grounds, and Union Square.  Congress cannot 
pay for the upkeep of the Mall because ‘The National Park Service is facing 
a $9 billion repair and maintenance backlog for all national parks and an 
estimated $450 million for the National Mall’9 and the Trust for National Mall 
‘cannot wait for Congress to restore America’s Front Yard.’ 10  The shortlist 
that was recently announced in October of 2011 comprises contemporary 
architecture and landscape firms such as Diller Scofidio + Renfro, Weiss/
Manfredi, and the international firm Ten Arquitectos.  The final designs are 
due May 2012.  Interestingly, because of the 2003 controversial moratorium 
on memorials, the Request For Proposal meeting asked designers to not 
use the word ‘memorial’ or ‘monuments’ but gave them the freedom to 
propose what they saw fit within their agenda.11  
The National Capital Planning Commission (NCPC), unlike the Trust 
for the National Mall, is a federal government planning agency for the 
National Capital Region.  In 1997 it drafted a vision called ‘Extending the 
Legacy: Planning America’s Capital for the 21st Century’ in response to 
the concerns of overcrowding on the Mall.  ‘A long-range vision to drive 
federal investment in memorials, museums, and public buildings into all 
quarters of the city’12.  This will allow new museums and memorials to be 
built outward in the city along the extended corridors radiating from the 
Capitol.  The vision reinforces Congress’ 2003 Reserve rule, and identifies 
100 potential sites beyond the Mall for future memorials and museums.
The two current proposals show the agency of a private company that 
is able to provide funds for improvements on the Mall within a tight 
schedule, while NCPC, a government agency, has been planning its vision 
since 1997.   However regardless of the scope, renewal of the Mall, now 
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UNION SQUARE GARDENS
WASHINGTON MONUMENT GROUNDS
CONSTITUTION GARDENS
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FLEXIBLE IDEALS
From 1915 the Mall was a vision of neglect with 
unkept gardens and landscape, and in 1918 the 
US Navy flanked both sides of the reflecting pool 
with ‘temporary’ concrete quarters for the US 
military
1915-1918
1918-1970s
mall renovations
Location of renovation areas; design competition 
privately funded by Trust for National Mall.
fig 2.11
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occurring every 110 years, speaks of America’s ongoing dialogue of the 
need for representation within modern politics, with some naivete about 
requesting propositions fitted for the next 100 years.  
2.3 Democratic conditions compromised
2.3.1 MALL TECHNOLOGY
Not only does the Mall express contradictory values through form and 
planning, its artificial visual stability of an adopted yet preserved image 
masks the underlying issue of an un-democratic territory comprised of 
unstable boundaries, ad-hoc laws, and privatized like spaces that distort the 
otherwise democratic message embodied by the symbols of governance. 
The Mall is representative of America’s technology of governmentality 
with rising and evolving intricate laws, codes, and committees created in 
an attempt to keep an industrial based democratic machine running.  As 
Foucault mentions ‘liberalism resonates with the principle: “One always 
governs too much”-or, at any rate, one always must suspect that one 
governs too much.’ 13 
protest on the mall
The long history of protests show a stark con-
trast of free speech and democracy with the 
government and its confrontational policing 
standards. 
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U.S. PARK POLICE METROPOLITAN DC 
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2.3.2 PROTEST VS PERMITTING USE OF SPACE
With the rise of social movements in the 20th century the Mall served as 
the highly visible iconic open space for civil protests.  However, the long 
history of protests show a stark contrast of free speech and democracy 
with the government and its confrontational policing standards.  The 
combination of both have resulted in newly adjusted laws post disputes, 
such as protests of 25 people or more on the National Mall require a permit, 
as does any ‘event’ that requires streets to be closed. The Metropolitan 
Police also lost an important court case in 2003 in which they acted 
inappropriately against the IMF protestors in 2000, by infiltrating group 
meetings in private quarters and preemptively arresting protestors.14 
The police are now required to allow permit-less marches in the street as 
long as they stay within a single lane. Sidewalks are public property in 
which protestors can picket without disturbing everyday circulation, but 
some activists have experienced severe police harassment for protesting 
outside of private businesses. An entire 12 page section of the Code 
of Federal Regulations for the National Park, regulates the ‘location of 
protests and the kinds of allowable actions such as standing or moving’,15 
with a recent addition on June 2011 that does not allow dancing near the 
National Monuments, ruled by the U.S. Appeals Court.  As more lawsuits 
are filed and more concerns are expressed by citizens, the Code of Federal 
Regulations chapter grows to express the convoluted technology of 
governmentality.     
With rising intricacy of codes what is further intriguing is how the 
complexity of regulation has resulted in the professionalization of protest 
organizing. ‘Like wedding or convention coordinators, professional 
consultants are now often employed to negotiate the permit process, 
meet with police forces, arrange for stages, sound systems, preparation 
and clean up,...protest appears fully regularized, fully incorporated into 
the businesses of the nation-state.’16
2.3.3 INCREASE IN SECURITY AND AD HOC LAWS
Security measures drastically changed on the National Mall post 9-11, 
with extreme protection of monuments with use of bollards and barriers, 
notes on permitting requirements:
AREA AROUND CAPITOL
‘Need to apply for a permit with the capitol 
police. At least five days in advance of your 
activity to guarantee processing, but to allow 
up to 2 weeks if applying by snail mail.  Capitol 
police web site has a map of the capitol grounds, 
plus guidelines for permitted activities and steps 
to get a permit and contact information for the 
capitol police special events unit. ‘
source: www.washingtonpeacecenter.net/
permitprocess
THE NATIONAL MALL
‘File for permit with national park service. Events 
with a lot of equipment, sound amplification, 
food, or participants can require a month or 
more for the entire permitting process with the 
nps. All applications, unless determined to be a 
first amendment activity, must be accompanied 
by a $50.00 Payment for initial processing. ‘
source: www.washingtonpeacecenter.net/
permitprocess
POLICE PRESENCE
Various organizations of police exist on the 
National Mall
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concerning many citizens about the Mall’s appearance and access. In 
March 2002 round-the-clock video surveillance was installed at all the 
major monuments by The National Park Service without any input from 
public.17  Many civil libertarian groups objected to the method and the 
ambiguity of the duration the surveillance was installed, arguing that it 
was not representative of democratic values of free speech and has the 
potential to discourage demonstrations that have occurred for decades 
on the Mall.  With concerns that resonate Bentham’s panopticism, which 
allows the government to operate efficiently, and Foucault’s observations 
of the current disciplinary society, which question the extent of 
governmentality’s control and observation over the citizen, the Mall is 
representative of a complicated balancing act of liberty and protection for 
and against the citizens.
2.3.4 BOUNDARY CONFUSION
The National Mall is maintained by numerous governmental agencies, 
including many subcommittees and other additional committees under 
House and Senate.  This complicated string of committees is reflected 
in the unclear definition of the boundaries of the National Mall, with 
four different definitions by the National Park Services alone. In 2003, a 
Congressional Research Service report concluded that in fact there is no 
statutory definition or map of the National Mall.18  Currently there exists 
five citizens organizations that advocate their own values over the Mall. 
Much of the frustration upheld by these organizations is that Congress 
is not reacting fast enough to restore maintenance problems and/or to 
reconsider new representation.  This reflects the Nation’s operations to 
continuously set-up committees and sub-committees to regulate popular 
opinion.  Over the course of this regulation it becomes difficult to pinpoint 
the reasons and control authored to each committee, which is echoed in 
government’s lack of maintenance of the Mall, that has resulted in the 
need for public to implement additional organizations.
security and rules
In March 2002 round-the-clock video 
surveillance was installed at all the major 
monuments by The National Park Service 
without any input from public.
In June 2011 U.S. Appeals Court ruled that 
no dancing will be allowed near the National 
Monuments.
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2.3.5 ISSUES OF PRIVATIZATION 
The obscurity of the boundaries has allowed for governmental loopholes 
and flexibility for privately funded buildings to occur, making it difficult to 
define true public space and the ownership of immediately adjacent open 
spaces.  For example the Smithsonian recently submitted a statement to 
the National Park Services that it was concerned about the current design 
efforts funded by The Trust for National Mall and their intrusion on its open 
space, which hosts various types of festivals.19  During the construction 
and restoration efforts by L’Enfant and McMillian, all memorials and 
monuments were sponsored by Congress.  However, from the late 1970s 
Congress authored private memorials on the empty space adjacent to 
the Lincoln Memorial, such as, but not limited to, the Vietnam Veterans 
HOUSE 
Government Reform
Resources (National Park Service)
Joint Committee on the Library
House Administration (Smithsonian)
Transportation and Infrastructure
Judiciary
Appropriations
senate 
Environment and Public Works
Energy and Natural Resources (National Park Service)
Joint Committee on the Library
Rules & Administration (Smithsonian)
Homeland Security and Govt Affairs
Judiciary
Appropriations
White House Curator Department of Interior
National Gallery of Art Architect of Capitol National Park Service
mall managing agencies
American Battle Monuments Commission
Secretary/Deputy Secretary/
Asst. Secretary Fish and Wildlife
and Parks
United States Park Police
National Capital Regions - 
National Mall and Memorial Parks
Memorial Sponsors
Department of Agriculture / 
General Services Administration
Agriculture Building
Smithsonian Institution
Board of Regents Dept. of Transportation
Department of Parks Recreation
DC Government
Office of Planning
planning and review agenciEs
National Capital 
Planning Commission
US Commission 
of Fine Arts
National Capital
Memorials Commission
Environmental
Protection Agency
Council on 
Environmental Quality
Council on 
Environmental Quality
Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation
DC Mayor DC Office of 
Planning
DC Historic
Preservation Office
SOURCE: NATIONAL MALL COALITION
FIG 2.19 who’s in charge?
The National Mall is maintained by numerous 
governmental agencies, including many 
subcommittees and other additional committees 
under House and Senate.  This complicated 
string of committees is reflected in the unclear 
definition of the boundaries of the National Mall, 
with four different definitions by the National 
Park Services alone.
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Memorial and the soon to be built Museum of African American History 
and Culture, which was approved after the 2003 ‘moratorium’.  Interestingly, 
the flexible legislation, driven by certain motives of monetary needs and 
of democratic representation, with desires to be diplomatic and inclusive, 
has allowed the epidemic of privatized public space to creep into the 
symbolic public space of democracy.
2.4 MATTER OF CONTRADICTIONS 
The National Mall is a machine of incongruity that performs as a 
symbolic civic space, representative of multiple American spaces of 
governance.  The conditions of Washington, DC and the National Mall, 
from its artificial stability through its image of classicism to its gridded 
network of streets resulting in separation of architecture from the city, 
show the contradictory and fluctuating ideals held by the Nation.  These 
are further articulated in inconsistent democratic values expressed 
through a technology of governmentality comprised of intricate laws, 
codes and committees that regulate and run the complicated apparatus 
representative of democracy.  At the time Tafuri wrote Architecture and 
Utopia, he argues that architecture no longer has a place in salvaging 
ideologies, but perhaps ideology can reside within a form that recognizes 
surrounding contradictions accumulated from unforeseen events. These 
events of modern politics, such as terrorist threats and evolving codes, are 
pushing the limits of government’s role with preemptive measures that 
are concerns for liberty.  It is precisely at this pressure point in America’s 
history, revealed by the Occupy Movement and its battle with public space, 
combined with issues of permits, codes, and regulations, that ideologies 
can be revisited with form that operate with the city.  It becomes a matter of 
accepting the current embellishments and potential failures, and actively 
dealing with it directly and productively.  Through the act of ‘separation’ 
and ‘enclosure’, creatively subverting codes that defy democratic values, 
the form’s dialogue within the modern city can be regained to reveal the 
inconsistencies that reside currently in open democratic spaces.
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ownership: PRIVATIZed MUSEUMS AND MONUMENTS
national mall
privately funded monuments and museumsPRIVATELY FUNDED PROJECTS 2012 
TRUST FOR THE NATIONAL MALL IS PRIVATELY 
FUNDING THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICES 
GOVERNMENT AGENCY FOR REQUESTING 
PROPOSALS TO RESTORE AND IMPROVE THE 
MALL AT THREE DEDICATED LOCATIONS, THE 
CONSTITUTION GARDENS, THE WASHINGTON 
MONUMENT GROUNDS, AND UNION SQUARE.  
CONGRESS CANNOT PAY FOR THE UPKEEP 
OF THE MALL BECAUSE ‘THE NATIONAL PARK 
SERVICE IS FACING A $9 BILLION REPAIR AND 
MAINTENANCE BACKLOG FOR ALL NATIONAL 
PARKS AND AN ESTIMATED $450 MILLION FOR 
THE NATIONAL MALL’ 9AND THE TRUST FOR 
NATIONAL MALL ‘CANNOT WAIT FOR CONGRESS 
TO RESTORE AMERICA’S FRONT YARD.’10
BUILT:
1. VIETNAM VETERANS MEMORIAL 1982
2  KOREAN WAR VETERAN’S MEMORIAL 1992
3. UNITED STATES HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL 
MUSEUM - PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP 1993
4. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL 1997
5. GEORGE MASON MEMORIAL 2000
6. WORLD WAR II MEMORIAL 2004
7. NATIONAL MUSEUM OF THE AMERICAN 
INDIAN - PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP 2004
8. MLK JR MEMORIAL 2011
TO BE BUILT:
A. NATIONAL MUSEUM OF AFRICAN AMERICAN 
HISTORY AND CULTURE
B. VIETNAM VETERANS MEMORIAL VISITORS 
CENTER
PROPOSED:
THE NATIONAL WOMEN’S HISTORY MUSEUM
NATIONAL LATINO MUSEUM
7
3
A1
FROM 1970s
late 1970s: congress authorized private sponsors to construct new memorials / MUSEUMS
LOCATIONS ARE PRIVATELY SELECTED AND PROPOSED TO CONGRESS
4
2
5
8
6
B
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case study: impromptu protest communities 
form of protest that has occurred through out american history of protest
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national mall
not to scale
RESILIENT PROGRAM
Certain types of program among these types 
of impromptu protest communities have 
reoccurred over history and are types of program 
that show their resilience over time in favor of 
democratic and public participation.
2011
OWS
NYC + NATIONAL MALL
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national mall
not to scale
ACT OF SEPARATION FROM THE CITY CAN SERVE AS 
LIBERATION FROM POWER FOR THE PUBLIC
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act of separation
role of form
PUBLIC ARCHITECTURE
a
Rising restrictions of public spaces has robbed the balance that once 
existed within the city’s democratic spaces with use of program, form 
and symbolism.  Unforeseen events of modern politics, such as terrorist 
threats and evolving codes, are pushing the limits of government’s 
role with preemptive measures that are concerns for liberty with direct 
impact on democratic spaces.  It is precisely at this pressure point in 
America’s history, revealed by the Occupy Movement and its battle with 
public space, combined with issues of permits, codes, and regulations, 
that ideologies can be revisited within form that operates for the city. 
These concerns are amplified on the National Mall, a machine of 
incongruity that performs as a symbolic civic space, representative of 
multiple American spaces of governance.  These spaces are further 
articulated with inconsistent democratic values expressed through 
a technology of governmentality comprised of intricate laws, codes 
and committees that regulate and run the complicated apparatus 
representative of democracy.
While the Mall cannot be upheld as an egalitarian field, objects however 
can substantiate or infuse a democratic field within. Through the act 
of  ‘separation’ and ‘enclosure’ the form’s dialogue within the 
modern city can be regained to reveal the inconsistencies 
that reside currently in open democratic spaces. 
This thesis proposes an ironically privatized protected 
space that infuses within the program a response to all 
major impositions of public spaces as a method of exposing 
unstable conditions.
The role of form has the potential to communicate 
undetected differences, that of rising restrictions that 
stifle use of public spaces versus use of space as true open 
democratic spaces.
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absurd machine
COMMUNICATes
CHAPTER THREE OUTLINE
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This proposal investigates compromised symbols that can be appropriated 
and redefined to provide functions and representation of conditions the 
National Mall distorts.  The proposal infuses within the program responses 
to all major impositions of public spaces as a method of exposing the 
unstable conditions of democratic values residing on comprised fields.  
The National Mall and other American places of governances are carrier 
of symbolic architectural references from Classical Antiquity.  This is no 
coincidence as this period formed the beginnings of democracy, free 
speech and assembly, and exhibited a balance between conditions of 
democratic program, form, and symbolism.   These adopted symbolic 
architectural elements preserve an image of stability for America that 
mask compromised territories with underlying issues that infringe public’s 
democratic participation in public spaces.
To propose a form that resides on the Mall,  classical elements symbolic of 
democratic governance referenced on the Mall are examined to create a 
machine that embodies meaning for future and current forces.  
 The purpose is not to render an ideal 
democratic space, but an independently operating 
machinelike space that highlights the context’s 
incongruous relationships.  
The form and use of space, from materials, structure, and program, 
are redefined to communicate the asymmetrical relationships of 
public’s dialogue with governance in open democratic spaces.
3.1 absurd machine introduction
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ubiquitous image: THE order of governance
buildings of governance THROUGHOUT america
d.c. , national mall
 
3.2.1 CLASSICAL FORMS ADOPTED IN AMERICA FOR DEMOCRACY
These symbols of governance, such as the ubiquitous state capitols and 
state capitol malls, are from classically inspired European architecture and 
planning of reason and nature, that were adopted by Jefferson for America 
in late 18th and early 19th century to serve as symbols of democratic 
institutions.   As these symbols now reside on a compromise field 
with conditions that speak of undemocratic values, their role and 
intent is questioned.
3.2 EXISTING SYMBOLIC FORMS AND MEANING 
IL CAPITOLCA CAPITOLMA CAPITOLPA CAPITOL
WASHINGTON MONUMENTUS CAPITOL
WHITE HOUSELINCOLN MEMORIALJEFFERSON MEMORIAL
SALEM, OR ALBANY, NY
NASHVILLE, TN
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SACRAMENTO, CA
fig 3.1
classical order adopted for governance
order referenced for buildings of governance in america (doric order)
doric order transitions from wood to stone
construction order
4 : 9
doric order in classical greece
proportions + site lines
GOLDEN MEAN AND ENTASIS
- CALCULATED FOR PERSPECTIVE (ACROPOLIS) 
-  FOR OPTICAL ILLUSION (ENTASIS) - ON COLUMNS AND PLAN
3.2.2 CLASSICAL ORDER: COMMON TYPES TO METHODS
Classical order referenced are examined to better understand their original 
methods and meaning.
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FIG 3.2
doric order in religious and public buildings in classical greece
common types
tholos
stoa
hexastyle peripteral
fig 3.3 pnyx assembly
gymnasium
assembly
theater, megalopolis
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column
entablature/
architrave
frieze
pediment
plinth / stylobate
cella
ENCLOSES DIETY
3.2.3 CLASSICAL ORDER: COMMON ELEMENTS
Classical order referenced are examined to better understand their original 
methods and meaning.
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colonnade
SCREENING THE SANCTUARY 
pediment
Triangular section found above the horizontal 
structure (entablature), typically supported 
by columns. The gable end of the pediment 
is surrounded by the cornice moulding. The 
tympanum, or triangular area within the 
pediment, was often decorated with sculptures 
and reliefs demonstrating scenes of Greek 
mythology or allegorical figures.
frieze
Member of an entablature between the 
architrave and the cornice or any horizontal 
band used for decorative purposes
COLUMN
Classical columns are built according to the 
Classical Orders of Architecture. 1. The base: 
most columns rest on a round or square base. 
2. The shaft: the main part of the column, the 
shaft, may be smooth, fluted (grooved), or 
carved with designs. 3. The capital: the top of the 
column may be simple or elaborately decorated. 
The capital of the column supports the upper 
portion of a building, called the entablature.
entablature
The entablature is the upper portion of a 
building, above the columns and below the roof. 
The entablature has three main parts: Architrave, 
Frieze, and Cornice.
architrave
The architrave is lowest part of an entablature. 
Resting directly on the capitals (tops) of the 
columns, the architrave supports Frieze and the 
Cornice.
colonnade
Sequence of columns supporting the 
entablature and roof. Classical columns are built 
according to the Classical Orders of Architecture.
plinth (stylobate)
Is the top step of the crepidoma, the stepped 
platform on which colonnades of temple 
columns are placed (it is the floor of the temple). 
cella
A room at the centre of the building, usually 
containing a cult image or statue representing 
the particular deity honored in the temple.
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VIEWING MACHINE
3.3.1 LOCATION FOR A
BEAUX ARTS AXIS TWIST
The proposed space is located in a 
prominent place, anchoring itself through 
framed views to powerful symbols of 
governance on the Mall.  An extension of 
the beaux arts axis and classical attention 
to views and site lines.
3.3 redefinition of symbols
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3.3.2 APPROPRIATING AND REDEFINING SYMBOLS:
       FORMAL MOVES AS CRITIQUE
Recognizable Classical Symbols and Orders are appropriated and redefined 
as they no longer represent their original intent as democratic institutions. 
These formal moves then offer a new meaning, to provide functions 
and representation of conditions the National Mall distorts.  A major 
component in redefining these symbols is taking the most recognizable 
and repeated facade of governance, and having each abstraction, with 
classical order and its meaning in mind, serving as a critique of current 
power relations.
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TAKING MOST OBVIOUS/APPARENT 
FACADE THAT WAS 
RE-ADOPTED THROUGHOUT 
AMERICA TO SERVE AS SYMBOLS OF 
DEMOCRACY AND GOVERNANCE.
REDEFINED SYMBOL:
FROM SYMBOL OF GOVERNANCE 
TO SYMBOL FOR POWER OF PUBLIC, 
CO-OPTED FOR NEW MEANING OF 
EVOLVING DEMOCRACY.  IMPLYING 
THAT THE ORIGINAL SYMBOL IS 
UNSTABLE.
BALANCING POINT:
THE PUBLIC SPACE, BASED OFF 
THE REDEFINED SYMBOL, IS A 
‘WELL BALANCED MACHINE’ THAT 
RENEGOTIATES POWER RELATIONS 
BETWEEN THE PUBLIC AND 
GOVERNANCE.
HUMAN SCALE:
ON MALL THE APPROACH IS FROM 
THE FRONT TO A SOLID STRUCTURE 
OF GOVERNANCE ON A BASE, HERE 
THE NEW SYMBOL APPROACH IS 
FROM BELOW TO ASCEND TO TOP 
FOR PLACE OF DEMOCRACY; THE 
DEMOCRATIC SPACE HOVERS OVER 
COMPROMISED FIELD, AS PUBLIC 
ASCENDS WITHIN THEY BECOME 
A POWERFUL VOICE OF THE 
COLLECTIVE PUBLIC
EXTRUDING CELLA
FROM DIETY TO PUBLIC:
EXTRUDING THE NEW SYMBOL OF 
DEMOCRACY - ORIGINALLY A PLACE 
TO HOLD DIETY IN A CELLA IS 
NOW A HOLDER FOR DEMOCRATIC 
PUBLIC VALUES
LOFTING THE SYMBOLS:
THE ENCLOSURE, THE SPACE 
IN BETWEEN, REPRESENTS THE 
EVOLVING RELATIONSHIP OF 
PUBLIC’S ROLE WITH GOVERNANCE
CIRCULATION AND ENTRY 
COMMUNICATES DIFFERENCES:
THE GROUND ALLOWS THE PUBLIC 
TO NATURALLY TRAVERSE BELOW, 
WHERE THE COMPROMISED 
FIELD EXISTS, THE PUBLIC SPACE 
STARTS AS PUBLIC ASCENDS UP, 
A CLEAR DISTINCTION BETWEEN 
COMPROMISED FIELD AND THE 
PROPOSED SPACE
FRIEZE:
ORIGINALLY A PLACE FOR 
MYTHOLOGICAL STORIES, 
AMPLIFIES THE PUBLIC’S AND 
SPACE’S MESSAGE WITH USE OF 
PROJECTION
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3.3.2 APPROPRIATING AND REDEFINING SYMBOLS:
       FORMAL MOVES AS CRITIQUE
Recognizable Classical Symbols and Orders are appropriated and redefined 
as they no longer represent their original intent as democratic institutions. 
These formal moves then offer a new meaning, to provide functions 
and representation of conditions the National Mall distorts.  A major 
component in redefining these symbols is taking the most recognizable 
and repeated facade of governance, and having each abstraction, with 
classical order and its meaning in mind, serving as a critique of current 
power relations.
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COLONNADE 
ORIGINALLY TO SCREEN THE PLACE 
OF SANCTUARY, HERE SCREENS 
THE PUBLIC’S PLACE FROM 
EXTREME GOVERNANCE 
FRAMING EXPLICIT VIEWS:
USING THE UPSIDE DOWN FACADE 
PROFILE TO CUT FRAMED  VIEWS 
TO POWERFUL SYMBOLS OF 
GOVERNANCE ON  THE MALL, 
CREATING THE INHABITABLE 
PUBLIC SPACE WITH EXPLICIT 
VIEWS THAT IMPLY A ‘REVERSE 
SURVEILLANCE’.
EXPOSING INSTABILITY
VIA CONSTRUCTION METHOD:
EXPOSING THE INSTABILITY OF 
CURRENT SYMBOLS BY MAKING 
THE ABSTRACTED SYMBOLS 
OF GOVERNANCE AS SCREEN 
MATERIALS AND THE INHABITABLE 
PUBLIC VIEW BARS STRUCTURAL.  
(THE SCREEN SKIN BECOMES 
A DIGITAL BOARD TO PROJECT 
MESSAGES TO ACT AS THE NEW 
FRIEZE.)
COLONNADE AND LOFT 
TRANSPARENCY:
THE COLONNADE AND LOFT 
AS ONE FORM OPERATE AS A 
PHYSICAL MATERIAL SCREEN TO 
REPRESENT THE INSTABILITY OF 
THE SYMBOLS OF GOVERNANCE; 
ALLOWING THE PUBLIC TO SEE 
FUNCTIONS OF PUBLIC SPACE 
FROM OUTSIDE AND BELOW
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3.3.3 communication of abstracted symbols:
      AT SCALE OF THE NATIONAL MALL
A critique of what existing Classical Symbols represent on the Mall is 
reinforced by abstracted symbols that communicate at the scale of 
the large field of the Mall, residing in opposition to the undemocratic 
conditions that currently reside on the Mall.
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PLINTH
PROFILE 
FRAMES VIEW
CELLA
COLONNADE
4 : 9
PLINTH
ENCLOSED
VIEW BARS
FACADE AS
CRITIQUE
BODY COMMUNICATES 
TO FIELD OF THE 
NATIONAL MALL: 
THE INSTABILITY OF 
GOVERNANCE THROUGH 
REDEFINED SYMBOLS
VIEW BAR 
CIRCULATION AS 
INHABITABLE SPACE: 
FOR SPECIFIC EVENT 
AND EXPLICIT VIEW 
FOR PUBLIC WITHINPUBLIC SPACE 
(FROM CUT 
VIEWS)
SYMBOLS ABSTRACTED COMMUNICATES
BODY COMMUNICATES 
TO FIELD OF THE 
NATIONAL MALL
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EXTERIOR
FORM
SCREENS
INTERIOR
FORM IS
INHABITABLE
334’-0”
154’-0”
0ft 10 40
3.3.4  communication of abstracted symbols:
      AT SCALE OF THE NATIONAL MALL:
      context diagrams
The body of the machine from a distance communicates 
a formal critique residing on a filed that leverages 
monumental forms and long distances as a display of 
power.  The large field is expansive but the form operates 
within that field, residing in opposition to the undemocratic 
conditions, offering just enough abstraction appropriate 
for the scale of the field and its monuments. A closer view 
reveals of its difference through use of materials, details 
and construction.
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134’-8”
61
77
machine
as true
scale with
monuments
4,700 ft
6,600 ft
3,250 ft
2,500 ft
3.4.1  management and use as a dialogue
The intent of the proposal is not focused on rendering an ideal democratic 
space, but one that questions public’s evolving dialogue with governance 
and power in open spaces while exposing their asymmetrical relationships, 
looking at all types of impositions with critique.  The management and 
use of the building is focused on responding to those conditions, while 
creatively subverting and leveraging restrictions imposed by codes and 
regulations that defy democratic values.  
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3.4 response to compromised context
1 RESPONSE TO OWNERSHIP/ 
privatization
PRIVATIZED
THE BUILDING IS PRIVATIZED, THEREFORE 
REQUIRING NPS TO CONSULT THEM 
FIRST REGARDING ANY PROGRAM 
INTRODUCTION NEAR THE SITE, AS THEY 
DO WITH CURRENT PRIVATELY FUNDED 
MUSEUMS AND MONUMENTS ON THE 
MALL.  AND LIKE OTHER PRIVATELY 
OWNED PUBLIC SPACES IN AMERICA, THE 
BUILDING’S OPERATIONS ARE PRIVATE, 
SETTING ITS OWN RULES AND CODES, 
MAKING IT DIFFICULT FOR NPS TO 
INTERVENE WITH ITS OPERATIONS.
BUILDING BOUNDARY
MARKS THE BOUNDARY TO ENTER INTO 
THE ‘PROTECTED’ (PRIVATIZED) PUBLIC 
SPACE
2 RESPONSE TO SURVEILLANCE
BROADCAST 
PUBLIC CAN ONLY BROADCAST LIVE 
FROM WITHIN THE SPACE
3 RESPONSE TO laws and boundaries
NO PRIVATE FUNDING 
AFTER IT IS BUILT, NO PRIVATE ENTITY 
CAN EVER CONTROL IT.
USE OF SPACE BY PUBLIC 
(CRITIQUE PROPOSAL)
-THE PROPOSAL INVEST IN POWER OF 
  A GOOD PUBLIC AND IS MANAGED 
  AND CONTROLLED BY THE PUBLIC
- THERE WILL BE NO ADVANCE BOOKING
- PROTEST AND DISSENT WILL HAVE 
  UNLIMITED TIME SET AS SITUATIONS 
  PROGRESS
- GATHERINGS CAN OCCUR FOR 24 
   HOURS AND CONTINUE UNLESS 
   ANOTHER GROUP NEEDS THE SPACE 
   AFTER 24 HOUR MARK
-NO POLICING AND NO SECURITY
BOUNDARY/ENTRANCE
SLOPED ENTRANCE MARKS THE 
BOUNDARY OF THE ENCLOSED PUBLIC 
SPACE
LAWS
NO LAWS CAN BE IMPOSED: 
MANAGEMENT AND USE BY THE PUBLIC
data / information
DATA AND INFORMATION ACCESS WILL 
BE AVAILABLE - BUT NO INFORMATION 
WILL BE STORED - AND NO BROWSING 
CACHE CREATED. PUBLIC WILL HAVE 
ACCESS TO CURRENT TOPICS AND ISSUES 
INCLUDING INTERNATIONALLY.
off grid
WHEN WITHIN THE ‘PUBLIC SPACE’  THE 
PUBLIC IS FREE OF SURVEILLANCE
4 GENERAL OPERATIONS
audible to the mall
A TRACKING DEVICE WILL SET TO 
BROADCAST OR ‘BULLHORN’ THE 
PUBLIC’S VOICE WHEN A CERTAIN 
DECIBEL OF UNISON IS REACHED.
24 HOUR USE OF SPACE
MANAGED AND MAINTAINED BY PUBLIC
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
EACH BAR CAN OPERATE SEPARATELY 
TO ALLOW MEETINGS AND GATHERINGS 
OF VARIOUS INTEREST GROUPS 
SIMULTANEOUSLY, BUT CAN ONLY 
BROADCAST WHEN IN UNISON;
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5 RESPONSE TO permitting
GROUND CIRCULATION 
IMMEDIATELY BELOW THE PROPOSED 
SPACE THE RULES AND REGULATIONS OF 
THE COMPROMISED FIELD CONTINUE (I.E. 
1/2 SIDEWALK AND NO USE OF SPACE 
24/7, NO DANCING ETC).  HOWEVER 
WHEN WITHIN THE BUILDING, THE PUBLIC 
IS FREE OF THOSE RESTRICTIONS
THE COMPROMISED FIELD at ground
THE BLOCK IS ERODED TO CRITIQUE THE 
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE YET LIMITED USE 
OF HALF A PUBLIC SIDEWALK AND ONE 
ROAD LANE AS AN ‘ALLOWED’ PUBLIC 
SPACE FOR FREE SPEECH AND ASSEMBLY 
(STILL REQUIRING A PERMIT IN MOST 
CASES)
BUILDING DISENGAGES GROUND
CRITIQUE OF EXISTING RELATIONSHIPS:
ON MALL THE APPROACH FOR ALL MONUMENTS IS FROM THE 
FRONT TO A SOLID STRUCTURE OF GOVERNANCE ON A BASE; HERE 
THE NEW SYMBOL APPROACH IS FROM BELOW TO ASCEND TO TOP 
FOR PLACE OF DEMOCRACY.  THE DEMOCRATIC SPACE HOVERS 
OVER THE RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE COMPROMISED FIELD 
AND AS PUBLIC ASCENDS WITHIN, THEY BECOME A POWERFUL 
VOICE OF THE COLLECTIVE PUBLIC
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3.4.2  site manipulations for compromised field:
       site plan
The intent of the proposal is not focused on rendering an ideal democratic 
space, but one that questions public’s evolving dialogue with governance 
and power in open spaces while exposing their asymmetrical relationships. 
The management and use of the building is focused on responding to 
those conditions, while creatively subverting and leveraging restrictions 
imposed by codes and regulations that defy democratic values.
entry
nfaces capitol
81
0ft 10 40
entry
3.4.3  COMMUNICATION OF MACHINE TO THE mall:
       reverse surveillance
The view bars that operate as the inhabitable interior open public space, 
use the profile of the new symbol to frame views to major monuments on 
the Mall, creating a constant dialogue with relationships that this machine 
is in response to and in conflict with.
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lincoln m.
jeferson m.
vignettes
of views:
reverse
surveillance
view of 
machine
from
capitol
43
capitol
white house
four view bars to major monuments and symbols 
using profile of the  NEW SYMBOL
EXPLICIT views: beaux arts twist
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1 2
3.4.4  COMMUNICATION OF MACHINE TO THE CITY
The new space resides at the intersection of two major streets on the Mall 
that continue deeper into L’Enfant’s planned city.  This location allows for 
any functions this space offers to be highly visible and accessible, while 
creating opportunities for unexpected disturbances with everyday drivers 
and pedestrians.  The building is visible not just from the Mall but also from 
the city as a 24 hour operating machine that could allow for a dialogue 
with the city’s inhabitants.
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FIG 3.3
AT 
INTERSECTION 
OF MAJOR 
STREETS
w. city ave (major st)
15th st nw
independence ave sw
(major st)
3.5.1 FUNCTIONS OF THE SPACE: PLANS
The machine includes certain functions that are resilient overtime and 
necessary for various uses of the space, such as assembly halls and open 
meeting spaces. The building is also equipped with programs and 
functions such as plumbing for restrooms and kitchen, storage, 
structure to pitch cover and elevators. 
3.5 dialogue constructed through space
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ROOF OFF AND 
SCREEN EXTERIOR
FOR SPEECH 
AND ASSEMBLY 
VISIBLE/AUDIBLE 
TO MALL
created by the four view bars and colonnade
SPATIAL implications
VIEW BARS
INHABITABLE 
SPACE WITHIN 
AND ABOVE
to capitol
GROUND floor
SECOND floor +20’
SECOND / THIRD floor
ENTRY FROM VIEW 
BAR FACING CAPITOL 
(alt. entry with 
ELEVATORS)
VIEW BAR FACING 
CAPITOL - CONTINUES 
(STORAGE ALONG 
WALL)
VIEW BAR FACING 
CAPITOL - CONTINUES 
(STORAGE ALONG 
WALL) THE ROOF 
OF VIEW BAR ALSO 
USABLE PLATFORM
1
2
3
1
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ASCEND
 UP TO 
SPACE
MESSAGES
MESSAGES
ELEC. STO.
ELEV.
ENTRY
ELEV.
rr
USABLE 
PLATFOR
M
MESSAGES
USABLE 
PLATFORM.
0ft 10 40
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3.5.1 FUNCTIONS OF THE SPACE: PLANS
The machine includes certain functions that are resilient overtime 
and necessary for various uses of the space, such as assembly halls 
and open meeting spaces. The building is also equipped with programs 
and functions such as plumbing for restrooms and kitchen, storage, 
structure to pitch cover and elevators.  
As a diagram, it also highlights the recalibration of the classical temple 
plan and order, from the colonnade that originally screened the cella that 
housed a deity, to now the colonnade and cella as one component that 
screen the inhabitable public space.
3.5 dialogue constructed through space
HEXASTYLE PERIPTERAL
cella
colonnade
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THIRD floor +50’
THE ROOF OF ‘CAPITOL’ 
VIEW BAR ALSO 
USABLE PLATFORM
FOURTH floor +80’
4
5
FIFTH floor +110’
6
ACCESSIBLE VIEW 
BARS DIALOGUE WITH 
‘WHITE HOUSE’ + 
WASHINGTON MT. + 
JEFFERSON MT.
ROOF OF VIEW 
BARS ALSO USABLE 
PLATFORMS
2
4
3
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USABLE PLATFORM
USABLE PLATFORM
TEMP. COVER SUPPORT
KITCHEN
USABLE PLATFORM
USABLE 
PLATFORM.
USABLE 
PLATFORM.
assembly
assembly
assembly
USABLE 
PLATFORM.
0ft 10 40
n
PROFILE
FRAMES VIEW
3.5.2 communication of 
      abstracted symbols:
       through materials and 
      construction
A critique of what existing Classical 
Symbols represent on the Mall is 
further communicated through the 
use of materials and construction 
as a response to the compromised 
democratic conditions that currently 
reside on the Mall.
The form and use of space, from 
materials, structure, and program, 
are redefined to communicate the 
asymmetrical relationships of public’s 
dialogue with governance in open 
democratic spaces.
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PLINTH
CELLA
COLONNADE
4 : 9
PLINTH
ENCLOSED
VIEW BARS
FACADE AS
CRITIQUE
PUBLIC SPACE 
(FROM CUT 
VIEWS)
SYMBOLS ABSTRACTED
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materials and construction
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PERFORATED 
METAL PANELS
STEEL 
STRUCTURE 
FOR PANELS
PUBLIC SPACE IS
INDEPENDENTLY
STRUCTURAL
INHABITABLE PUBLIC SPACE 
STRUCTURAL AS ANCHORED 
PLATE GIRDER:
THE INHABITABLE PUBLIC 
SPACE IS INDEPENDENTLY 
STRUCTURAL, RELYING ON 
PART OF ONE VIEW BAR AS A 
MASSIVE PLATE GIRDER THAT 
CARRIES THE LOAD OF ALL 
OTHER BARS, CONVEYING 
THE STRENGTH OF PUBLIC’S 
POWER.
COLONNADE AND CELLA 
SCREEN:
IS CONSTRUCTED OF STEEL 
STRUCTURE CARRYING 
PERFORATED METAL PANELS. 
UP CLOSE IT APPEARS AS A 
TRANSPARENT STRUCTURE 
TO HIGHLIGHT THE SYMBOLS’ 
COMPROMISED IMAGE OF 
STABILITY AND AT A DISTANCE 
IT APPEARS SOLID TO FIT 
WITH ITS CONTEXT.  IT DOES 
NOT HOWEVER SERVE AS THE 
SUPPORTING STRUCTURE FOR 
THE PUBLIC SPACE.
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view to white house 3,250 ft
view to capitol 6,600 ft
Bureau of Engraving 
and Printing
usda building
2
289 ft 
machine
communicates
via mtrls &
construction
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3.5.3 public’s voice without the public:
      operations OF the MACHINE through  
      materials and construction
The Machine’s operations through materials and construction 
constantly communicate the pubic’s voice without necessarily being 
occupied with the public.  Retractable stairs, assembly space platforms, 
panels shaped the profile of the opposing view (such as white house 
panels), all offer control and communication for the public.  Also 
recapturing the field’s original intent within the view bar as a wall 
paper concept through use of graphic concrete, and offering public 
a redefined concept of the Frieze with spaces to project messages or 
current news, all communicate to the level of the Mall.
FOURTH floor +80’
view to white house 3,250 ft
555 ft 
134 ft 
100 ft 
view to jefferson 2,600 ft
view to lincoln 4,700 ft
view to wm 690 ft
1:12 SLOPE
us holocaust museum 
(beyond)
4
129 ft 
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control points
stairs are retractable, in the event 
the public desires to be inaccessible 
from the authorities
Embedded program
restrooms, electrical, 
data rooms
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3.5.3 public’s voice 
without the public:
operations OF the 
MACHINE through 
materials and 
construction
storage
imbedded between 
plate girder and wall
panels communicate directly
white house profile panels in 
view bar facing white house
95
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messages / frieze
a few metals panels are replaced 
with LED panels for displaying 
messages.
recalibrating the field
graphic concrete resonates the 
appearance of the mall’s grass field 
and cherry blossom trees within a 
protected ‘privatized’ interior.
lights
embedded with structure 
supporting the metal screen panels
3.5.3 public’s voice 
without the public:
operations OF the 
MACHINE through 
materials and 
construction
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operations OF the MACHINE through 
materials and construction
The Machine’s operations through materials 
and construction constantly communicate 
the pubic’s voice without necessarily being 
occupied with the public.  Retractable stairs, 
assembly space platforms, panels shaped 
the profile of the opposing view (such as 
white house panels), all offer control and 
communication for the public.  Also recapturing 
the field’s original intent within the view bar as 
a wall paper concept through use of graphic 
concrete, and offering public a redefined 
concept of the Frieze with spaces to project 
messages or current news, all communicate to 
the level of the Mall.
3.5.3 public’s voice without the public:
FOURTH floor +80’
98
PLATE GIRDER anchored 
to GROUND
THE PUBLIC VIEW 
BAR ITSELF A major 
structure for all 
inhabitable public 
view bars / SPACE
colonnade and cella
constructed of metal screen panels;
highlighting the instability of the
symbols of governance and its 
operation
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SUPPO
RTED
 BEYO
ND
pitch cover
supports embedded for pitching 
light canvas, to protect from 
the elements
Bureau of Engraving 
and Printing
usda building
view to capitol 6,600 ft
SCENARIO 01
‘dissent’
134 ft 
289 ft 
SCENARIO 02
‘impromptu 
community’
3.5.4 public’s capacity within the machine
The space holds a large and monumental interior for various types 
of use in creating a dialogue with the exterior, inhabitable spaces of 
about 55,000 SF within and above the view bars alone.  
The following scenarios only exhibit the endless 
possibilities with the provided functions.  However the 
machine itself is always communicating only one 
precise message of its dispute with compromised 
relationships.
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SCENARIO 02
‘impromptu 
community’
SCENARIO 04
‘vigil / 
silence’
view to white house 3,250 ft
view to lincoln 4,700 ft
to wm 690 ft
view to Jefferson 2,600 ft
us Holocaust 
Memorial Museum
134 ft 
1
2
3
4
5
100 ft 
1 broadcast live
2 public dance day
3 exercise team
4 israeli assembly
5 palestinian team
555 ft 
SCENARIO 03
‘opposing 
groups ! ’
types of use 
to voice
ceremony/ vigil
installation / exhibition
demonstration
rally
march
strike
picket
sit-in
camp-in
boycott
civil disobedience
riot
available space: view bars (29,333 people)
ground floor (within the apparatus boundary
(16,800 people)
max density for standing and moving
10 people / 18.75 sq feet
total 46,133 people
looser density for standing and moving
10 people / 25 sq feet
total 22,000 people
density for camping 
5 people / 25 sq feet
total 11,458 people
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density calculations
view to capitol 6,600 ft
Bureau of Engraving 
and Printing
usda building
289 ft 
scenario 1: crowd of dissent  
towards the capitol
The location, views and program create 
opportunities for visible and audible dissent on 
the Mall but not directly on the field of the Mall.
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n
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3.5.5 MACHINE: 
      OCCUPIED AND UN-OCCUPIED
The scenarios are only to exhibit the endless 
possibilities with the provided functions. 
However the machine itself is always 
communicating only one precise message 
of its dispute with compromised relationships, 
revealing these asymmetrical relationships of 
democracy and governance in public spaces, 
through form, structure, and use of space.
data
access to information but data 
viewed or accessed will not be 
stored / no cache / no data will be 
sent out / restricting surveillance
134 ft 
SCENARIO 01
‘dissent’
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metered unison
sound is amplified to the mall 
when a unison of voice is reached 
at a marked decibel
Bureau of Engraving 
and Printing
usda building
SCENARIO 01
‘dissent’
data
access to information but data 
viewed or accessed will not be 
stored / no cache / no data will be 
sent out / restricting surveillance
n
faces capitol
scenario 2: impromptu community
camped for days until bill passes
A form of dissent that has occurred throughout 
American history of protest is able to occupy the 
machine with programmed functions.
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The scenarios are only to exhibit the endless 
possibilities with the provided functions. 
However the machine itself is always 
communicating only one precise message 
of its dispute with compromised relationships, 
revealing these asymmetrical relationships of 
democracy and governance in public spaces, 
through form, structure, and use of space.
3.5.5 MACHINE: 
      OCCUPIED AND UN-OCCUPIED
us Holocaust 
Memorial Museum
SCENARIO 02
‘impromptu 
community’
view to white house 3,250 ft
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SCENARIO 01
‘dissent’
Embedded program
restrooms, electrical, 
data rooms
data
access to information but data 
viewed or accessed will not be 
stored / no cache / no data will be 
sent out / restricting surveillance
134 ft 
metered unison
sound is amplified to the mall 
when a unison of voice is reached 
at a marked decibel
n
faces capitol
scenario 3: various interest groups
Different and opposing interest groups can use 
the space simultaneously.
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The scenarios are only to exhibit the endless 
possibilities with the provided functions. 
However the machine itself is always 
communicating only one precise message 
of its dispute with compromised relationships, 
revealing these asymmetrical relationships of 
democracy and governance in public spaces, 
through form, structure, and use of space.
3.5.5 MACHINE: 
      OCCUPIED AND UN-OCCUPIED
view to white house 3,250 ft
view to Jefferson 2,600 ft
us Holocaust 
Memorial Museum
storage
imbedded between plate 
girder and wall
structural bar
plate girder - major structure for 
all inhabitable public view bars
Embedded program
restrooms, electrical, 
data rooms
1
2
3
4
5
colonnade and cella
constructed of metal screen panels;
highlighting the instability of the
symbols of governance and its 
operation
SCENARIO 03
‘opposing 
groups ! ’
1 broadcast live
2 public dance day
3 exercise team
4 israeli assembly
5 palestinian team 107
us Holocaust 
Memorial MuseumSCENARIO 01
‘dissent’
storage
imbedded between plate 
girder and wall
1
3
5
134 ft 
1 broadcast live
2 public dance day
3 exercise team
SCENARIO 02
‘impromptu 
community’
SCENARIO 03
‘opposing 
groups ! ’
n
faces capitol
scenario 4: serenity and vigil
Use of space for meditative interests.  Creating 
an alternate dialogue .
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The scenarios are only to exhibit the endless 
possibilities with the provided functions. 
However the machine itself is always 
communicating only one precise message 
of its dispute with compromised relationships, 
revealing these asymmetrical relationships of 
democracy and governance in public spaces, 
through form, structure, and use of space.
3.5.5 MACHINE: 
      OCCUPIED AND UN-OCCUPIED
SCENARIO 04
‘vigil / 
silence’
view to lincoln 4,700 ft
to wm 4,700 ft
view to Jefferson 2,600 ft
134 ft 
lights
embedded with metal 
screen structure
colonnade and cella
constructed of metal screen panels;
highlighting the instability of the
symbols of governance and its 
operation
555 ft 
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structural bar
plate girder - major structure for 
all inhabitable public view bars
SCENARIO 05
‘incognito 
assembly’
scenario 5: subverting restrictions
Capacity of the machine cannot be measured 
by numbers alone, it can host a dialogue with 
visitors on the Mall or nearby city streets without 
having to file for permits.
From within the public space a speaker is free 
of the tight permitting restrictions and is able 
to project to the national mall,  thus holding an 
assembly with national mall ‘visitors’ who are not 
required to have a permit on the National Mall.
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The scenarios are only to exhibit the endless 
possibilities with the provided functions. 
However the machine itself is always 
communicating only one precise message 
of its dispute with compromised relationships, 
revealing these asymmetrical relationships of 
democracy and governance in public spaces, 
through form, structure, and use of space.
3.5.5 MACHINE: 
      OCCUPIED AND UN-OCCUPIED
EXCHANGE OF IDEAS IN PERSON
FREE FROM RESTRICTIONS
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PUBLIC SPACE SPEAKER
FROM WITHIN THE PUBLIC SPACE A SPEAKER FREE OF 
TIGHT PERMITTING RESTRICTIONS CAN PROJECT TO THE 
NATIONAL MALL AND HOLD AN IMPROMPTU ASSEMBLY 
WITH NATIONAL MALL ‘VISITORS’ AS LISTENERS
NATIONAL MALL VISITORS
VISITORS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO HAVE 
PERMIt on the mail; BUT A PERMIT 
IS REQUIRED FOR AN ASSEMBLY
view to white house 3,250 ft
555 ft 
134 ft 
view to jefferson 2,600 ft
view to lincoln 4,700 ft
view to wm 690 ft
1:12 SLOPE
us holocaust museum 
(beyond)
4
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100 ft 
view to lincoln 4,700 ft
view to wm 690 ft
129 ft 
CONCLUSION
ROLE OF DESIGN
CONCLUDING REMARKS
4
Urban Design has a large role in politics making the separation of the two 
difficult to determine.  The message of politics in design can be embedded 
in the paint used to mark segregated housing to architectural elements 
that convey certain meanings to programmatic hierarchy of spaces that 
distinguish class or gender.
Political agendas and built form have a long history, varying from extreme 
agendas of Hitler’s desires to India’s investment in a new capital in New 
Delhi. Through the lens of symbolic architecture as political syntax for 
architecture of public and governance, built form within politics has 
strength and power to articulate a precise message..  The discipline’s role 
at the intersection of governance and built form now, and again, has the 
potential to intervene with a new understanding of evolved conditions.  
Currently In America, and other parts of the world, the role of urban 
design is being forced to conform within the set standard rules and 
regulations, robbing the discipline’s investment in public architecture 
and planning.  Over the years American cities are experiencing a decline 
in true democratic public spaces with rising restrictions from extreme 
surveillance and private ownership, what are the hidden politics of public 
spaces.  In the wake of recent events, such as the Occupy Movement, it has 
been brought to attention the necessity of public spaces for democratic 
participation and the legal limitations of privatized public spaces that 
deter democratic participation.  These conditions exist through out the 
American democratic landscape. 
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At the time Tafuri wrote Architecture and Utopia, he argued that architecture 
no longer has a place in salvaging ideologies, but perhaps ideology 
can reside within a form that recognizes surrounding contradictions 
accumulated from unforeseen events. These events of modern politics, 
such as terrorist threats and evolving codes, that are pushing the limits of 
government’s role with preemptive measures that are concerns for liberty. 
It is precisely at this pressure point in America’s history, revealed by the 
Occupy Movement and its battle with public space, combined with issues 
of permits, codes, and regulations, that ideologies can be revisited with 
form that operates with the city.  
However, rather than investing ideologies in form to render an ideal 
proposition, this thesis tests the potentials of infusing a political critique 
within an appropriated and redefined form, to reveal the asymmetrical 
relationships that reside in compromised democratic public spaces. 
The proposed apparatus creates a dialogue within a compromised 
field on a site symbolic of democratic values, revealing asymmetrical 
relationships of democracy and governance.  The machine provides 
functions and inhabitable space for public’s use and occupation to 
create a critical discourse with its context.  However the public’s presence 
within the machine is not necessary for the message of the machine to 
be communicated, of the rising restrictions of public spaces in America 
caused by increasing strict concepts of governance.  The appropriation 
and redefinition of democratic symbols, that no longer serve their original 
role, communicate that message to the larger context.  The treatment 
of the space through circulation, materials, details, and construction 
communicate that message to the field and the individuals..
The proposition uses the discipline’s set language 
and method of articulation to communicate 
intangible compromised democratic conditions 
that have direct impact on public spaces.   As 
this proposition evolved it became apparent 
that public’s occupation within the designed 
space is not necessary, or perhaps even desired, 
for the message of the ‘absurd machine’ to be 
communicated.  
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The larger intent of the proposal is to test a theory in engaging the 
field of Architecture and Urbanism within politics.  Not to offer precise 
solutions to a problem but rather counter investigations that can trigger 
alternate methods of approach to design and representation.  A method 
to engage politics in design as a critical dialogue that emerges in the 
physical treatment of space, form, and structure, as a way to reveal certain 
undetected oppositions that have spatial impacts.
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